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In early July, Salvadoran authorities uncovered a huge embezzlement scheme in two financial
institutions. The scandal, which took some US$22.7 million from hundreds of clients, shook the
country's financial system, in part because the culprits include some of the country's wealthiest
individuals who held high-level positions in the governing Alianza Republicana Nacionalista
(ARENA). On July 2, the government authorized the Superintendencia del Sistema Financiero (SSF)
to take over two savings and loans companies Inversiones, Seguras y Productivas (INSEPRO) and its
sister financial organization FINSEPRO.
According to government investigators, INSEPRO lured hundreds of small, medium, and large
deposits from clients by offering interest rates of four-to-five percentage points above current
market rates. The funds were then illegally channelled into some ten businesses including two large
car distributorships owned by Roberto Mathies Hill, who is also the owner and director of INSEPRO
and FINSEPRO.
Apparently many of Mathies Hill's businesses were failing, and the embezzlement scheme was used
to keep his other firms from going bankrupt. But, after draining INSEPRO of nearly all its funds,
that institution was unable to keep up with the interest payments owed to its clients, so it turned
to its sister institution FINSEPRO for loans to make the payments. By June, the huge daily loans
from FINSEPRO caught the attention of authorities. Wealthy businesspeople linked to ARENA
implicated in scandal Mathies Hill was arrested and jailed, along with most of the other members of
the INSEPRO and FINSEPRO boards of directors.
The scandal, however, has potentially far-reaching political implications because Mathies Hill is
a member of one of El Salvador's most wealthy families. He is also the head of ARENA's business
wing, and, at various times in recent years, his name has been floated as a possible presidential
candidate for the governing party. Mathies Hill's business connections to other government officials
and wealthy entrepreneurs are coming under close scrutiny. The opposition Frente Farabundo Marti
para la Liberacion Nacional (FMLN), for example, has called for the president of the Banco Central
de Reserva (BCR), Roberto Orellana Milla, to step down while the investigation unfolds because he
is a director of two of the ten businesses owned by Mathies Hill that apparently benefitted from the
embezzled funds. Legal reforms considered to better supervise financial system
The scandal has shaken the country's financial system. A total of about US$44 million in funds held
by INSEPRO and FINSEPRO were affected. The government has guaranteed the repayment of at
least part of the deposits in FINSEPRO, which operated legally, but the US$22.7 million in funds
deposited in INSEPRO will have to be recovered for clients through other means because that
institution operated completely outside the law. The scandal led to a brief run on other financial
institutions, with hundreds of depositors withdrawing millions of colones (C1.00=US$8.79) from
various financial organizations and banks. The government has appealed for calm, reassuring
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citizens that the total funds affected by the scandal represent only 1.5% of deposits in the national
financial system.
Meanwhile, to restore confidence, President Armando Calderon Sol fired banking superintendent
Rafael Rodriguez Loucel, who was replaced by Francisco Rodolfo Bertrand. And, the Legislative
Assembly is now reviewing a series of emergency reforms that would strengthen the SSF's ability
to investigate and intervene in financial institutes. "I will seek to rebuild the confidence that is
needed for the financial system to be properly supervised," said Bertrand. "We need to demonstrate
that it is extremely safe, and that it offers guarantees to depositors and investors." [Inforpress
Centroamericana (Guatemala), 07/11/97; Reuter, 07/05/97, 07/06/97, 07/08/97, 07/10/97, 07/11/97,
07/13/97; Prensa Grafica (El Salvador), 07/11/97, 07/15/97, 07/16/97; Agence France-Presse, 07/19/97;
Notimex, 07/10/97, 07/15/97, 07/22/97]
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